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The LensCulture Portrait Awards 2024 is a prestigious international photography competition, dedicated to discovering and promoting

the best portrait photographers from all around the globe. This renowned event invites photographers to submit their most compelling

portraits that challenge, captivate, and offer unique perspectives. With an emphasis on innovative and powerful storytelling through

the medium of photography, the competition has established itself as a significant platform for photographers to showcase their

artistic vision and skills in portrait photography.

Celebrated for its global reach and influence, the LensCulture Portrait Awards provide an exceptional opportunity for both emerging

and established photographers to gain widespread recognition. The competition is known for its commitment to excellence and for

highlighting a diverse range of photographic styles and approaches in portraiture. By participating, photographers get the chance to

have their work seen and appreciated by a worldwide audience, including industry professionals, gallery owners, and photography

enthusiasts. This exposure is invaluable for artists seeking to broaden their professional networks and elevate their careers in the

world of contemporary photography.

In addition to the prestige and exposure, the LensCulture Portrait Awards offer substantial benefits for the winners, including

exhibitions, publications, and monetary prizes. With its focus on high-quality, impactful, and thought-provoking portraits, the

competition attracts thousands of entries each year, making it a significant event in the photographic community. The awards serve

not only as a platform for showcasing talent but also as a beacon for artistic inspiration, setting a high standard for portrait

photography worldwide. As such, the LensCulture Portrait Awards remain a key destination for photographers aiming to make a mark

in the field of portrait photography.

For a single image entry, it’s free; for submitting 5 or more single images, the fee is $35, and for a series of up to 10 images, the entry

fee is $45 USD.

Eligibility

Open to anyone worldwide.

Prize

The winners of the LensCulture Portrait Awards 2024 will receive significant recognition and rewards. Series Prize Winners can earn

up to $3,500 for 1st Place, $2,000 for 2nd Place, and $1,000 for 3rd Place. Single Image Prize Winners can earn $2,000 for 1st Place,

$1,000 for 2nd Place, and $500 for 3rd Place. Additionally, winning photographers will have their work exhibited during Photo London

2025, an international photo fair. They will also have a solo feature published on LensCulture, which benefits from high traffic and

visibility. Select works will be screened at photo festivals worldwide, and winners will gain visibility with industry insiders and creative

professionals. Moreover, their work will be permanently exhibited in the LensCulture online gallery and receive international press

exposure in major publications like BBC, The Guardian, The Washington Post, and others.
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